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VAN -INT.

Start on BLACK, the van interior comes in view when the van

door slides open. CING and KUS are there, both holding a

pair of large shopping bags each (four bags in all), which

are then shoved into the van. It looks pretty bright

outside.

CING

You and your shopping sprees. Did

you at least buy the ice-cream?

KUS

Yah, mon. It’s in that bag with the

dry ice.

CING

Let’s hit the road then.

The van door slides shut again and all goes black.

CUT TO:

PARKING LOT - EXT.

It’s a very crowded parking lot with a long line of cars

waiting to exit (they have to slot the ticket back into the

machine before they can get out). In the foreground, we can

see Cing and Kus getting into VAN.

The doors close.

Van shakes a little as it is started.

Van pulls out of the parking space and heads for the long

line and then stops.

It move a car’s length and then it stops.

It moves another car’s length and then it stops again.

CUT TO:

VAN -INT.

Cing is in the driver’s seat, already looking miserable at

the slow movement of the traffic within the parking lot.

CING

Is the air-con on?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

Kus waves his hand over an area where the air-conditioner is

supposed to be blowing.

KUS

I think it is, but it’s not very

strong.

CING

Well, turn it up.

ON CONTROL PANEL

Kus turns the thermostat to the fullest and then turns the

air-conditioner’s power to full. More cool air blows out of

the air-conditioner.

ON CING

CING

Ahh... Nice cool breeze.

PARKING LOT

Van is now moving to the bar.

ON VAN, DRIVER’S SIDE.

Cing quickly winds down the window and sticks the ticket

into the card slot and winds the window up again really

fast.

ON THE CARD SLOT

The card slides in, the machine whirs and then the card

slides out again.

ON VAN, DRIVER’S SIDE

Cing sees the card, winds down the window really fast, takes

the cards and turns it around before putting it back into

the card slot, and winds up the window up again as fast as

possible.

ON THE CARD SLOT

The card slides in again, the machine whirs and the card

comes out again.

ON VAN, DRIVER’S SIDE.

Cing is now looking frustrated, his hands waving around

frantically.

(CONTINUED)
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Cing winds down the window, takes the card, turns it upside-

down and puts it back into the slot before winding up the

window as fast as possible.

ON THE CARD SLOT

This time, we can see that the arrow on the card is facing

the wrong way as the card slides into the machine, the

machine whirs and the card slides out again.

ON VAN, DRIVER’S SIDE.

Cing is now banging his head on the steering wheel and the

horn honks out with each bang (three times).

Cing winds down the window again, takes the card, turns it

around so that the arrow is now facing the right way, puts

the card back into the slot and winds up the window really

fast.

>SNAP< Cing is holding the window’s lever in his hand as the

barrier goes up.

Cing tosses the window’s lever over his shoulder and Van

zips off.

CUT TO:

ROADS

Van turns a corner, and drives on.

ON VAN, FRONT.

We can see Cing has calmed down considerably, Kus is just

sitting there.

KUS

If you had just checked the card

before winding down the window...

CING

(Flipping out, his blue fur

momentarily turning red)

AAAARRRRRGGGHHHH!!!!!!!!!

Cing is then back to his frustrated self, with teeth

grinding.

ON ROAD - OVERHEAD

As van passes by, it moves off to the exit and turns onto

the highway.

(CONTINUED)
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KUS

Maybe some tunes will help calm you

down.

CUT TO:

VAN -INT.

ON CING

Cing tries to keep things civil - he’s the more superior cat

after all.

CING

I don’t need to calm down. Cats are

calm by nature. We’re cool.

KUS

Yah, yah, cool cats don’t sweat.

Kus and Cing, we can swing.

ON THE CONTROL PANEL,

Kus turns on the radio and finds some hip and happening

tunes.

ON CING AND KUS

They are grooving to the music.

CUT TO:

ROADS

From an slightly overhead view, Van is also grooving to the

music as it rolls along. As we pan upwards with van moving

forwards away from the camera, we see the dreaded traffic

jam up ahead.

Van slows down and then comes to a stop, but it’s still

grooving.

CUT TO:

VAN -INT.

Cing doesn’t really appear to be driving the van as he’s

still grooving along with Kus (maybe both of them have their

eyes closed), maybe even singing along. Even van is still

shaking along... Until the song ends and an announcer comes

on.

(CONTINUED)
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Cing and Kus look at the radio, waiting for the next groovy

tune.

RADIO DJ

(who sounds suspiciously like

SIFU MONKEY)

We hope you’re enjoyin’ our cool

tunes on this hot day. It’s really

hot out there and boy, am I glad to

be in my nice cool air-conditioned

studio. We’ve been getting some

reports that there is a massive

traffic jam out there on highway

181 due to some problems at the

toll booths...

KUS

Hey, aren’t we on highway 181?

ON CING

Cing looks up.

CING

We’re stuck.

RADIO DJ

Well, that’s too bad!

ON CING AND KUS,

They suddenly look at the radio.

RADIO DJ

It looks like the sun is really

beating down out there, so I hope

all of you have your air-

conditioners in working order.

CING

Why would he say something like

that?

RADIO DJ

Because I can!

KUS

Can he hear us?

RADIO DJ

Of course not, that would be

utterly ridiculous.

(CONTINUED)
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CING

But.. But you seem to know what

we’re saying!

RADIO DJ

That’s not really possible now is

it?

KUS

You just did it!

RADIO DJ

No, I didn’t!

CING

Did too.

RADIO DJ

Did not.

CING

Did too! Did too!

RADIO DJ

Did not. Did not.

KUS

But we’re talking right now!

RADIO DJ

No, you just missed moving forward

and you’re still stuck in the same

place.

Cing and Kus look up in time to see...

REVERSE SHOT, looking out the main windscreen.

CING

AAAHHH!!!

He sees two cars pulling into the empty space that was just

in front of van.

RADIO DJ

Keep your eyes on the road.

(back to normal)

It looks like we’re in for a record

busting heat spell today, so here’s

a oldie but goodie!

The radio starts playing "Heatwave" (or something similar).

ON CING

(CONTINUED)
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Cing is now slouched onto the steering wheel (elbow on

steering wheel propping up his chin in the palm of his

hand).

CING

Kus...

KUS

Yah, mon.

CING

Turn off the radio.

KUS

Yah, mon.

RADIO DJ

(sing-song)

I wouldn’t do that....

ON DASHBOARD.

Kus turns off the radio. The radio goes quiet, there’s a

fizzle, hiss, crackle and the air-conditioner dies.

ON CING

The moment that happens, Cing’s eyes goes wide as he’s

staring at the air-conditioner.

CING

No no no NO NO NOOOOOOOO!!!! What

did you do!?!?!

KUS

I did what you said, mon. I turned

off the radio!

CING

(growling)

You killed the air-con, you stupid

rat! It’s going to get so HOT!!!

Cing starts fuming, steam comes out of his ears.

ON VAN EXT.

Through the windscreen, the steam from Cing starts fogging

up the inside of Van until we can’t see anything inside.

We pull back a little and at this point, all the four lanes

of cars are moving, some are cutting in front of van.

(CONTINUED)
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KUS

Cool it, mon. We can’t see

anything.

CING

I am cool! We just need to wind

down the window.

(beat)

Wind down your window!

KUS

Why can’t you wind down your

window?

CING

Will you do what I tell you!?!

ON VAN - KUS’ SIDE

The window comes down and the steam is released. From inside

the steam, Kus’ head comes out of the window to take in some

fresh air. He also sees the traffic moving around them.

KUS

The traffic’s moving, mon.

ON VAN - FRONT WINDSCREEN

CING

(voice over)

Where? Where?

We see the steam slowly dissipating and Cing is looking

around.

CUT TO:

ROADS

From an overhead angle, van is in the third lane and all the

lanes are moving. There are vehicles cutting in front of the

stationary van. When van begins to move, the third lane

comes to a stop.

Van zips sideways over to the fourth lane, but that lane

stops also as the third lane begins to move again.

Van zips sideways again back to the third lane, but it also

stops.

Van zips sideways to the second lane, but that too stops as

well as the first lane. The third lane starts moving again.

(CONTINUED)
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Van zips sideways back to the third, but then the lane stops

moving.

This is followed by a rhythmic honking noise, as all lanes

are now stopped and van, despite all that sideways zipping,

has barely moved half a car’s length forward.

ON VAN

Van’s tongue is hanging out as it is tired from zipping

about and from the heat. The honking continues.

Pan upwards to the WINDSCREEN and we see Cing banging his

head on the steering wheel, which is causing the honking!

CROSS-FADE

SKY

The sun is shining so brightly giving off many heat waves.

We pan down to the...

ROADS

The jam is still going on and everything looks wavy thanks

to the heat. Van is still in the third lane.

CUT TO

VAN -INT.

Cing is now slouched on the steering wheel while Kus is

slouched in his seat fanning himself. Both are looking

mighty bored.

KUS

This is insane-nation, mon. It’s

been over an hour and even the

snails are beating us.

THE SIDE-WALK

Next to the first lane, a snail can be seen moving across

the grass and on to the hot sidewalk. It gets about halfway

onto the sidewalk and is roasted.

CUT TO:



10.

VAN -INT.

CING

How long is this going to take. I’m

hot and I’m hungry.

KUS

You know, mon, if you’re hungry...

CING

Just shut up and let me think. It’s

not like we’re at home and have

food and ice-cream.

FROM FURTHER BACK IN THE VAN

We see the four bags sitting in the foreground with Kus

pointing at it.

KUS

But.. But..

CING

Will you quit that butting. I’m

thinking about my ice-cream. My

lovely cool delicious ice-cream.

Kus shrugs his shoulders, get off his chair and heads

towards the bags.

ON CING

CING

It’s so hot you could fry and egg

on the hood!

VAN - EXT.

On top of Van, Kus comes out of the top flap and breaks an

egg on the hot metal roof surface. The egg starts cooking

immediately.

Kus then drops a couple of slices of ham, butters some bread

and drop those on the roof as well. They all sizzle.

CUT TO:



11.

VAN-INT.

Cing is still slouched. There are visions of food and ice-

cream floating around his head.

CING

(starts going berserk)

I can’t take this any more. I’m a

delicate creature, I need my food

and ice-cream!

We pull back a little and find Kus is sitting in his seat

about to chomp into a big hot sandwich. Cing’s eyes bulge at

this.

CING

FOOD!

Cing grabs the food from Kus and gobbles it up! Then..

CING

(realisation)

That’s it! We went shopping for

food and..

(Ordering Kus)

Get the ice-cream before it melts!

KUS

Yah, yah.

Kus gets off his chair, walks off screen and back in less

than two frames with the tub of ice cream.

Cing rips off the cover and they both start gobbling at the

ice-cream. While they are doing this, we pull back through

the windscreen...

CUT TO:

ROADS

The traffic is moving around them again, some vehicles are

honking away as they pass Van (who appears to be sleeping).

ON VAN

We can see through the windscreen that Cing and Kus are

gobbling their tub of ice-cream not realising that the

traffic is moving. The passing cars are still honking.

They stop momentarily and slowly turn their heads to look

out the windscreen, mouths full... and then they do a spit-

take that covers the whole windscreen!

(CONTINUED)
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Just as quickly, we see Kus using a window wipe to clean the

windscreen and Cing is at the steering wheel, eager to

move...

... but the traffic has stopped again.

ON CING

Cing is fuming again.

VAN -INT.

On the DASHBOARD, we see the clock as it zips past an hour.

ON CING

The heat is getting to him and he’s practically withering.

Just outside the window, we can see the lane of cars moving

slowly again, but Cing doesn’t seem to notice.

ON KUS’ SIDE

We see Kus hanging outside of the window, also withering. He

notices the traffic is moving on his side.

KUS

Hey, mon. They’re moving on this

side, why aren’t we moving.

ON CING

Cing looks a little crazed already.

CING

You see, I’ve been thinking. Every

time we try to move, we get

stopped. When we change lanes, we

get stopped. So, if we stop when

we’re suppose to move, we should be

moving if we stop.

ON KUS

Kus tries to work around that logic but can’t figure out

what Cing is thinking. He soon gives up.

KUS

Whatever, mon. I’m still hungry.

Kus gets off his chair and heads towards the back of the

van.

(CONTINUED)
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KUS

It’s so hot in here. Good thing we

finished the ice-cream.

ON CING

Cing looks like he’s on the verge of blowing a fuse. We can

see Kus in the background tearing up the paper shopping

bags.

CING

Will you quit talking about how hot

it is. I know it’s HOT!

KUS

I can’t help it. It’s like an oven

in here.

CING

AAAAAAHHHHHH!!!!!!!!

Cing dives at Kus.

CUT TO:

VAN - EXT.

Van, still in place starts to shake and shimmy like crazy,

bouncing about in place as there’s obviously some kind of

scuffle going on in the van. The only indication is what we

can hear...

CING

I told you not to talk about that!

You’re just making things worse!

KUS

Look out for the flour!

CING

Come back here!

KUS

Look out for the melted butter,

CING

Whaaa?!?!??!!!

There is some banging about from the inside of van that

sound like a pinball hitting the bells.

CUT TO:



14.

VAN -INT.

Kus is standing in the middle of the van as Cing is

pinballing between the walls, butter stuck to his feet and

there’s flour everywhere.

KUS

Mind the eggs!!

There’s is crash off screen and then Cing zips towards Kus.

They grab each other and the go spinning around the whole

interior of the van (basically whipping up the mixture of

flour, butter, eggs and whatever other ingredients there

were like a whirlwind in the van).

CUT TO:

VAN - EXT.

The traffic is still moving around the van, which is still

bouncing about on the spot. Even Van’s expression is pained

because of the chaos going on inside.

Van suddenly stops bouncing about with a "DING"

And then >BOOF< the sides of van suddenly expand like a

massive balloon went off inside.

ON VAN - SIDE

The door slides open and what we see is... CAKE! Cing and

Kus are embedded into the cake.

KUS

Awesomation! It really was as hot

as an oven!

CING

That’s just great! Now we’re both

stuck. How are we going to get home

now.

KUS

Well, it’s just cake. We can just

eat our way out.

CING

Just shut up and let me think.

(beat)

Yes... We can eat our way out of

this!

(CONTINUED)
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KUS

Just what I said.

CING

I told you to leave the thinking to

me. So start eating!

They start munching. One bite and chew chew chew. Again and

again as we...

FADE TO

VAN - EXT.

It’s now NIGHT time. The road is clear of traffic and a few

vehicles are moving around Van. Cing and Kus are still stuck

in the cake although they’ve barely eaten their way out.

They are obviously full now.

KUS

I’m stuffed.

CING

Keep eating. We may have stopped

moving, but we are moving.

KUS

I still don’t understand.

CING

Just eat.

And they take another bite.

CUT TO:

ROADS

From and overhead shot of Van sitting in the middle of the

road, we pan upwards to settle on the moon that has now

replaced the sun in the sky.

And we...

FADE TO BLACK

~END~


